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Abstract

Based on the bimolecular mass action law and the derived mass conservation laws, we propose a mathematical fra
order to describe the regulation of gene expression in prokaryotes. It is shown that the derived models have all the q
properties of the activation and inhibition regulatory mechanisms observed in experiments. The basic construction
genes as templates for protein production, where regulation processes result from activators or repressors connectin
binding sites. All the parameters in the models have a straightforward biological meaning. After describing the genera
ties of the basic mechanisms of positive and negative gene regulation, we apply this framework to the self-regulationtrp
operon and to the genetic switch involved in the regulation of thelac operon. One of the consequences of this approach i
existence of conserved quantities depending on the initial conditions that tune bifurcations of fixed points. This leads
to a simple explanation of threshold effects as observed in some experiments.To cite this article: F. Alves, R. Dilão, C. R.
Biologies 328 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Un cadre simple décrivant l’expression génique chez les procaryotes. En partant de la loi d’action de masse bimolécula
et des lois dérivées de conservation de masse, nous proposons un cadre mathématique permettant de décrire la ré
l’expression génique chez les procaryotes. On montre que les modèles dérivés possèdent tous les propriétés qual
mécanismes régulatoires d’activation et d’inhibition observés expérimentalement. La construction basique considère
comme des modèles types pour la production de protéines, pour lesquels les processus de régulation résultent d’ac
de répresseurs connectant les sites de liaison de l’ADN. Tous les paramètres de ces modèles ont une signification
manifeste. Après avoir décrit les propriétés générales des mécanismes basiques de la régulation positive et négative
nous appliquons ce cadre à l’autorégulation de l’opérontrp et à la mutation génétique impliquée dans la régulation de l’op
lac. Une des conséquences de cette approche est l’existence de quantités conservées dépendant des conditions
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rvés dans
commandent les bifurcations de points fixes. Ceci conduit naturellement à une explication des effets de seuil obse
quelques expériences.Pour citer cet article : F. Alves, R. Dilão, C. R. Biologies 328 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Genome sequencing is producing huge amount
data and modern experimental techniques are ena
large scale gene expression analysis (see, for exam
[1–5]).

Mathematical modelling of gene expression c
provide interpretation of experimental results, help
focus new experiments on critical missing data, a
predictions can be made about results that are diffi
to obtain in vivo. Mathematical modelling can still b
used to explore and predict properties of a given s
tem, testing the behaviour of different network stru
tures and parameter values. On the other hand,
inferential power of modelling can be used to deal w
ambiguous or unknown information in experiments

Several theoretical strategies are being used to
proach the modelling of gene regulation networks[6–
9]. For example, several authors have developed
ple representations of real genetic networks and h
explored its basic properties[10,11]. Some models ar
built starting from simplified views of known regu
latory networks and then the model parameters
adjusted in order to find results close to the patte
of gene expression observed in vivo[12,13]. Another
approach is to infer unknown regulatory mechanis
from known experimental data[14–18]. A different
strategy is the design of simple in vivo artificial g
netic networks that have specific properties to be te
under several conditions[19–25].

From the mathematical point of view, there are s
eral methodologies to describe genetic regulatory
works. Some authors use discrete models, build
for example, boolean or bayesian networks[26–32].
Others, use several types of continuous models, as
ferential equations, difference equations and react
diffusion equations[33–38]. All these models aim to
describe the real system with different levels of det

Here we propose a simple mathematical framew
in order to build models of gene regulatory interactio
,

using differential equations. Our approach is based
the operon model of Jacob and Monod[39], as a para-
digm of the mechanisms of gene regulation in bacte
The description of these mechanisms starts by es
lishing a basic model for the quantitative descript
of protein production. The action of the activators a
repressors regulating the expression of each gene
the building blocks of these mathematical models.

We consider that genes are templates for pro
production, and regulation occurs due to the in
conversion between the activated and the repre
states of the genes. We also assume that both trans
tional and translational mechanisms are described
one overall rate constant. As a consequence, we
able to describe genetic regulatory systems where
control of the protein production is associated w
‘on’ and ‘off’ states of the gene expression. The
sulting gene expression patterns predicted by th
mathematical models can be compared with the
experimental system in order to be validated and
ibrated. A similar strategy can also be used to in
some unknown gene interactions from known expr
sion patterns.

One of our concerns has been to maintain this m
ematical framework as simple as possible, enab
the derivation of the qualitative properties of the mo
els, as well as the possibility of constructing simp
computer programs for the derivation and integrat
of the equations for the temporal evolution of pr
tein concentrations. From the methodological poin
view, this construction is based on the bi-molecu
mass action law and the basic mechanisms do no
troduce ad hoc regulatory functions, as is in gen
used in the mathematical modelling of gene expr
sion [7,13,40–42]. As a consequence, the modelli
strategy proposed here is close to the basic princi
of chemical kinetics, and do not introduces neit
ad hoc threshold effects, nor Michaelis-Menten ty
functional forms. However, threshold effects will b
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found as a consequence of the conservation laws a
ciated to the mass action law.

In Section2, we introduce the basic simplifying a
sumptions for the construction of the differential equ
tions describing genetic regulatory networks, and
analyze the basic mechanism of protein production
sulting from gene expression, without any regulat
mechanism. From Sections3 to 6, we analyze the sim
plest cases of positive and negative regulation. I
shown that the proposed models have all the qua
tive properties of the regulatory mechanisms analy
in experiments. Therefore, if a biological mechani
in prokaryotes is described by a known genetic n
work, in principle, the formalism developed here is
good candidate to describe the most important qua
tive features of the biological process under analys

In Section7, as an illustrative example, we a
ply this framework to model of the negative se
regulation of thetrp operon. In Section8, we analyze
the genetic switch involved in the regulation of t
lac operon, responsible for the control of the lacto
metabolism inEscherichia coli. Finally, in Section9,
we discuss the main conclusions of this paper.

2. The basic model for protein production from a
DNA template

The simplest model of protein production from
DNA template without any regulation mechanism c
be described by the kinetic diagram:

C1 + G
k′

1−→ C1 + G+ M

(1)
C2 + M

k′
2−→ C2 + M + P

M
d1−→

P
d2−→

where G, M and P represent the gene, the mRNA
the protein, respectively, C1 and C2 are catalysts no
consumed in the reactions;k′

1, k′
2, d1 andd2 are rate

constants.
In chemical kinetics, diagrams of type(1) represent

the collision between molecules and subsequent ch
ical transformation. In a chemical process of type(1),
after the production of one molecule of protein P,
gene template, the mRNA and the catalysts beco
free, and new transcription and translation proces
-can be initiated. If the collisional interactions that in
tiates these processes occur randomly in the media
time evolution of the several components is descri
by the mass action law,[43,44]. To be more specific
we consider several substances,Aj , j = 1, . . . ,m, in-
volved in then kinetic diagrams:

νi1A1 + · · · + νimAm
ki−→ µi1A1 + · · · + µimAm

(2)i = 1, . . . , n

where νij and µij are integer stoichiometric coe
ficients, and the constantski measure the rates o
the transformations. From a master equation appro
[43, pp. 166–172], it follows that the concentrations o
theAj evolve in time according to the equations:

dAj

dt
=

n∑
i=1

ki(µij − νij )A
νi1
1 . . .Aνim

m

(3)j = 1, . . . ,m

In the following, Eq.(3) calculated from diagrams(2),
will be simply called mass action law.

Applying the mass action law to the kinetic diagra
(1), the time evolution of the concentrations of G,
and P is described by the differential equations:

dG

dt
= 0

(4)
dM

dt
= k′

1 G C1 − d1M

dP

dt
= k′

2 M C2 − d2P

where we use the same notation to represent a spe
substance or its concentration.

To simplify the model diagram(1) and Eq.(4), we
assume that the concentrations of C1 and C2 are not
limiting factors of the reactions in(1), that is, C1 and
C2 do not degrade. We also assume that during t
scription the mRNA (M) concentration is consta
implying that, by (4), M = k′

1GC1/d1. Under these
conditions, we substitute the mechanism(1) by the
simpler diagram:

(5)
G

k−→ G+ P

P
d−→

In this case, the equations for the time evolution of
concentrations is:
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(6)

dP

dt
= kG− dP

dG

dt
= 0

Comparing(4) with (6), we obtaink = k′
1k

′
2C1C2/d1.

As we are concerned with the regulation of prot
production, in the following we will use the simpl
fied model form(5) to represent both transcription
and translational mechanisms. Under these conditi
the concentrations of catalysts will affect the rate c
stantk.

The general solution of(6) is:

(7)
P(t) =

(
P(0) − k

d
G(0)

)
e−dt + k

d
G(0)

G(t) = G(0)

As far as protein is being produced at a const
rate k, by (7) and in the limit t → ∞, the concen-
tration level of protein attains the equilibrium valu
P = kG(0)/d . If protein production is interrupted a
some timet = t∗, the level of protein production de
cays as P(t) = P(t∗)e−dt , where P(t∗) is the amount
of protein at timet∗.

In this simple model for protein production, the u
of the mass action law relies on the hypothesis
DNA templates, mRNA molecules and proteins a
well distributed inside the cell and that the collision
interaction mechanisms are essentially random.
rate constantsk andd are effective velocity constan
multiplied by catalysts, nucleotides and aminoac
concentrations. In order to simplify the models,
will always avoid the explicit introduction of othe
species than gene templates (DNA) and proteins, b
the gene concentration always a conserved quanti

In the following, in order to describe the bind
ing of transcription factors that account for activati
and repression of proteins, we associate binding s
or operons to genes where transcription factors (t
scriptional activators and repressors) can bind in
der to promote or repress protein production,Fig. 1.
This approach follows the operon model of Jacob
Monod[39].

We will now consider the basic cases of prote
production by positive and negative regulation. T
interaction between the regulators and inducer or c
pressor molecules will not be taken into account
these models. We will only consider the interacti
Fig. 1. Jacob and Monod operon model for the regulation of p
tein production in bacteria. The transcriptional regulators bind to
binding sites of the gene and transcription is activated or repres
We can consider different binding sites for different transcript
factors or, in the competitive case, the same binding site can b
cupied by an activator or a repressor.

between activator or repressor molecules and the
spective DNA binding sites. These interactions ob
the mass action law (see, for example,[45]) and this
approach will be followed in the next sections.

3. Positive regulation

3.1. The activator total concentration is constant

In the mechanism of protein production by po
tive regulation, an activator binds to an operator s
in the DNA and transcription and consequent prot
production (translation) is initiated. Representing
activator concentration in the cell by A, the conce
tration of template gene by G, and the concentra
of binded DNA-activator complex by GA, the basic
mechanism for protein production is:

A + G
k1�
k2

GA

(8)GA
a−→ GA + P

P
d−→
We are assuming that genes can be measure

units of concentration (number of molecules or ge
templates per unit of volume). This applies to ba
cultures where we have several copies of the s
gene, and to tissues where we have several co
of identical cells. For cells with only one expressi
gene, we can introduce an ergodic argument, and
sume that for a time scale larger than the character
time of protein production, the protein production
also described by a mass action law mechanism
fact, this ergodic argument is on the very foundation
the mass action law, in the derivation of Eqs.(3) from
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molecular mechanisms(2) [46, pp. 89, 291–294]; [43,
pp. 166–172].

Applying the mass action law to the above re
tions, we obtain the following system of differenti
equations:

dA

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA

(9)

dG

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA

dGA

dt
= k1A G − k2GA

dP

dt
= aGA − dP

The evolution equations in(9) are not independen
obeying the conservation laws,

(10)
A + GA = A(0) + GA(0) = c1

G+ GA = G(0) + GA(0) = c2

where, A(0), G(0) and GA(0) denote initial concentra
tions, andc1 andc2 are positive constants. By(10), we
can eliminate G and GA from the system of Eqs.(9),
obtaining the set of equations describing protein p
duction:

(11)

dA

dt
= −k1A(c2 − c1 + A) + k2(c1 − A)

dP

dt
= a(c1 − A) − dP

Knowing the time solutions A(t) and P(t) of the sys-
tem of Eqs.(11), by (10), we have, G(t) = A(t)−c1 +
c2 and GA(t) = c1 − A(t).

The system of Eqs.(11) has the two fixed points in
phase space:

(12)(Ap,Pp) and (An,Pn)

where

Ap,n = 1

2

(
c1 − c2 − k2

k1

)

(13)± 1

2

√(
c1 − c2 − k2

k1

)2

+ 4c1
k2

k1

Pp,n = a

d

(
A(0) + GA(0) − Ap,n

)
and the indexesp andn stand for positive and negativ
signs, respectively. Note that(0,0) is a fixed point of
Eq. (11) if and only if c = 0. In this case, there is n
1
protein production because the activator A is abs
The only fixed point that corresponds to meaning
asymptotic solutions of Eq.(11) is (Ap,Pp), which
is a stable node provideda > 0, d > 0, k1 > 0 and
k2 > 0. In this case, the Jacobian matrix of Eq.(11)
calculated at(Ap,Pp) has eigenvaluesλ1 = −k1s < 0
andλ2 = −d < 0, wheres is square root term in(13).
The same analysis shows that(An,Pn) is an (unstable
saddle point with eigenvaluesλ1 = k1s > 0 andλ2 =
−d < 0.

As the first equation in(11) is independent of P
integration by quadratures gives:

A(t) = Ap(An − A0)e(Apk1t) + An(A0t − Ap)e(Ank1t)

(An − A0)e(Apk1t) + (A0 − Ap)e(Ank1t)

(14)P(t) = P(0)e−dt + e−dt

t∫
0

A(s)ds

where A0 = A(0). The transient behaviour of prote
depends on the reaction and degradation rates as
as on the conservation laws through(13) and (10).
This is a typical behaviour in reaction kinetics whe
in the presence of conservation laws, the parame
behaviour of transients, fixed points and phase sp
structure of orbits change with the initial concent
tion of the agents involved in the reactions. This eff
has been pointed out by Travers[45], in the context of
the control of the cell cycle by transcriptional switc
ing.

In Fig. 2, we show the time solution(14)as a func-
tion of the timet , for a particular choice of parame
ters and initial conditions. Fort < 10, the activator
concentration is zero, and there is no protein prod
tion. At t = 10, the activator is introduced, and t
concentration of protein increases with the usual
moidal growth form. The first conclusion we deri
from this model is that the amount of produced prot
(at equilibrium) is determined by the initial conce
tration of the activator, the initial concentration of t
gene, the rates at which the activator binds and unb
to the DNA template and the production and deg
dation rates. Comparing the quantitative behaviou
activated protein production with the non regula
production model derived in Section2, depending of
the activator concentration, in the asymptotic lim
positive regulation leads eventually to higher prot
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Fig. 2. Positive regulation of protein production with constant a
vator total concentration. We show the temporal evolution of pro
concentration calculated from(11). From t = 0 to t = 10, the acti-
vator is absent, A(t) = 0.0. In this case, by(10), c1 = 0 and there
is no protein production. At timet = 10, we have changed the ac
vator concentration for A(10) = 1.0 = c1. Other parameter value
are: k1 = 1.0, k2 = 0.1, a = 0.2 and d = 0.1. Initial concentra-
tions are: A(0) = 0.0, A(10) = 1.0, P(0) = 0.0, G(0) = 0.1 = c2
and GA(0) = 0.0. After the introduction of the activator att = 10,
the equilibrium solutions of the free activator and protein
(Ap,Pp) = (0.092,1.817).

concentrations than the nonactivated simple mode
protein production.

3.2. The activator degrades

In the simple model(8), the activator does not de
grade in the process. If the activator A is itself a p
tein, we must consider an extra mechanism accoun
for the activator degradation:

(15)A
dA−→

Therefore, the first equation in(9) is now:

(16)
dA

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA − dAA

In this case, we have only the second conservation
in (10), and the equations for protein production are

dA

dt
= −k1A G + k2(c2 − G) − dAA

(17)
dG

dt
= −k1A G + k2(c2 − G)

dP

dt
= a(c2 − G) − dP
Fig. 3. Positive regulation of protein production with a degrad
activator. We show the temporal evolution of protein concentra
calculated from(17), for the same parameter values and initial co
centrations ofFig. 1. Initially, the activator is absent and there is
protein production. Att = 10, we have introduced the activator wi
the initial value A(10) = 1.0, and the degradation rate of the activ
tor protein has been set todA = 0.1. The equilibrium values of the
activator, gene template and protein are(A∗,G∗,P∗) = (0,0.1,0).

where we have eliminated GA owing to the second
conservation law in(10).

Eq.(17)has one stable fixed point with coordinat
(A∗,G∗,P∗) = (0,G(0) + GA(0),0) = (0, c2,0), and
the asymptotic time solution converge to this fix
point. In Fig. 3, we show the time solution(17) as a
function of t for the same parameter values ofFig. 1,
with a small degradation ratedA. In this case, the con
centration of the free activator protein decreases v
fast in time and the produced protein, after attainin
maximum value, has a slow decaying rate. Numer
analysis shows that the maximum value of protein c
centrations depends on the magnitude of the degr
tion ratedA. If dA → 0, Eq.(17)converges to Eq.(11),
with an additional conservation law. At the asympto
time limit the system ends up with the same amoun
initial gene template, without protein and activator.

3.3. Self-activation

An important case occurs when the produced p
tein activates its own production. For this situation,
activation mechanism is:

P+ G
k1�
k2

GP

(18)GP
a−→ GP + P

P
d−→
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and by the mass action law, we obtain the followi
system of differential equations:

dG

dt
= −k1P G+ k2GP

(19)
dGP

dt
= k1P G− k2GP

dP

dt
= aGP − dP− k1P G+ k2GP

As we have the conservation law, G+ GP = G(0) +
GP(0) = c2, the independent set of equations desc
ing the time evolution of the process(18) is:

(20)

dG

dt
= −k1P G+ k2(c2 − G)

dP

dt
= a(c2 − G) − dP− k1P G+ k2(c2 − G)

Eqs.(20)have two steady states with coordinates,

(G(1),P(1)) = (c2,0)

and

(G(2),P(2)) =
(

dk2

ak1
,
ac2k1 − dk2

dk1

)
Calculating the Jacobian matrix of Eq.(20)at the fixed
points, if k2d < k1c2a, the fixed point(G(1),P(1)) is
of saddle type, and(G(2),P(2)) is a stable node. A
the determinant of the Jacobian matrices calcula
at (G(1),P(1)) and(G(2),P(2)) have opposite signs,
k2d > k1c2a, (G(1),P(1)) is stable and(G(2),P(2)) is
unstable. Note that, in this last case, P(2) is negative.

In Fig. 4, we show the temporal evolution of th
concentration of a self-activating protein, for two d
ferent initial protein concentrations.

If k1c2a > k2d , a self-activating protein mecha
nism leads to a nonzero asymptotic protein conc
tration. Asc2 = G(0)+GP(0), having initially enough
gene templates, the equilibrium values of the produ
protein depend on the reaction rates of the proce
involved in the transcriptional mechanisms, and
the concentrations of the gene template. If the ini
concentration of the gene template is below a cer
threshold, asymptotically in time, the protein conce
tration decays to zero. In this case, the conserva
law derived from the mass action law implies the e
istence of a threshold effect. InFig. 5, we have ploted
the steady state value of the protein concentration
function of the conserved quantityc2 = G(0)+GP(0).
The threshold occurs forc = dk /ak .
2 2 1
Fig. 4. Self-activation of protein production. We show the tempo
evolution of protein concentration calculated from(20), for protein
initial concentrations P(0) = 1.0 and P(0) = 0.05. At t = 0, the
protein concentration is larger than zero, and the gene has n
ditional activating mechanisms. If the initial concentration of ge
templates available for protein production is above some defi
threshold value defined byk1c2a > k2d , wherec2 = G(0)+ GP(0),
in the limit t → ∞, the protein attains a constant value. The
rameter values of the simulation are:k1 = 1.0, k2 = 0.1, a = 0.2
andd = 0.1, and the initial concentrations of the gene templat
G(0) = 0.1 = c2. If k1c2a < k2d , the final protein concentratio
goes to zero.

Fig. 5. Threshold effect for positive regulation with a self-activa
for the parameter valuesk1 = 1.0, k2 = 0.1, a = 0.2 andd = 0.1.
When the conserved quantityc2 is below dk2/ak1, the equilib-
rium value (t → ∞) of the protein concentration isPeq= P (1) = 0.

If, c2 � dk2/ak1, thenPeq = P (2) = (ac2k1 − dk2)/dk1, and the
threshold occurs forc2 = dk2/ak1.

4. Negative regulation

4.1. The repressor total concentration is constant

In negative regulation of protein production, an
hibitor binds to an operator site and mRNA transcr
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tion is not initiated. Representing by R the concen
tion of the repressor, the template gene by G, and
binded complex by GR, the basic mechanism of pro
tein production is now:

R+ G
k3�
k4

GR

(21)G
a−→ G+ P

P
d−→

Applying the mass action law to the above reactio
we obtain the following set of differential equations

dR

dt
= −k3RG+ k4GR

(22)

dG

dt
= −k3RG+ k4GR

dGR

dt
= k3RG− k4GR

dP

dt
= aG− dP

and the conservation laws:

(23)
R+ GR = R(0) + GR(0) = e1

G+ GR = G(0) + GR(0) = e2

where R(0) is the initial concentration of the prote
inhibitor, ande1 ande2 are positive constants. Intro
ducing the conservation laws(23) into (22), the inde-
pendent set of equations describing protein inhibit
is:

(24)

dR

dt
= −k3R(e2 − e1 + R) + k4(e1 − R)

dP

dt
= a(e2 − e1 + R) − dP

As in the case of activation, the system of Eqs.(24)
has two fixed points with coordinates:

(25)(Rp,Pp) and (Rn,Pn)

where,

Rp,n = 1

2

(
e1 − e2 − k4

k3

)

(26)± 1

2

√(
e1 − e2 − k4

k3

)2

+ 4e1
k4

k3

Pp,n = a

d

(
G(0) − R(0) + Rp,n

)

Fig. 6. Negative regulation of protein production with constant
pressor concentration. We show the temporal evolution of pro
concentration calculated from(27). Fromt = 0 to t = 50, the repres-
sor is absent (R(0) = 0.0) and, therefore, protein production is in
tiated. At timet = 50, we have introduced a repressor R(50) = 1.0
and protein decay is initiated. After the introduction of the repr
sor, asymptotically in time, the protein concentration attains a
equilibrium value,(Rp,Pp) = (0.910,0.020). Parameter values o
the simulation are:k3 = 1.0, k4 = 0.1, a = 0.2 andd = 0.1. Initial
concentrations are: P(0) = 0.0, G(0) = 0.1 and GR(0) = 0.0.

and the indexesp andn stand for positive and negativ
signs, respectively. The fixed point(Rp,Pp) is a stable
node and(Rn,Pn) is a (unstable) saddle point.

The solution of the system of Eqs.(24) is:

R(t) = Rp(Rn − R0)e(Rpk3t) + Rn(R0 − Rp)e(Rnk3t)

(Rn − R0)e(Rpk3t) + (R0 − Rp)e(Rnk3t)

(27)P(t) = P(0)e−dt + e−dt

t∫
0

edsR(s)ds

where R0 = R(0). Comparing(24) with (13), for the
inhibition and the activation mechanisms the time
lutions are analytically similar.

In Fig. 6, we plot the time evolution of protei
production as a function of time. In order to com
pare the effect of activation and repression agents
have taken the same parameter values as in the
of Fig. 1. In this case, there exists protein product
in the absence of repressor, but when we connec
repression mechanisms, the production process s
and asymptotically in time, the steady state of the p
tein reaches a low value but away from zero.
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4.2. The repressor degrades

In the simple model(21), the repressor does not d
grade during the process. If the repressor R is it
a protein, we must consider the extra mechanism
counting for repressor degradation,

(28)R
dR−→

Therefore, the first equation in(22) is now:

(29)
dR

dt
= −k3RG+ k4GR − dRR

In this case, we have only the second conservation
in (23), and the equations for protein production are

dR

dt
= −k3RG+ k4(e2 − G) − dRR

(30)
dG

dt
= −k3RG+ k4(e2 − G)

dP

dt
= aG− dP

where we have eliminated GR due to the secon
conservation law in(23). The system of Eqs.(30)
has one stable fixed point with nonnegative co
dinate (R∗,G∗,P∗) = (0, e2, ae2/d) = (0,G(0) +
GR(0), a(G(0) + GR(0))/d), where the constante2 is
given by(23).

In the case of a repressor agent that degrades du
time, the asymptotic protein concentration assum
positive value, P∗ = a(G(0) + GR(0))/d . This con-
trasts with the case of a degrading activator, wh
protein concentration goes to zero, asymptotically
time.

4.3. Self-repression

An important case is when the produced protein
presses its own production. For these situations,
mechanism is:

P+ G
k3�
k4

GP

(31)G
a−→ G+ P

P
d−→

and by the mass action law, we obtain the followi
system of differential equations,

dG = −k P G+ k G

dt

3 4 P
(32)
dGP

dt
= k3P G− k4GP

dP

dt
= aG− dP− k3P G+ k4GP

As we have the conservation law, G(t) + GP(t) =
G(0) + GP(0) = c1, the independent set of equatio
describing the time evolution of the process(31) is:

(33)

dG

dt
= −k3P G+ k4(c1 − G)

dP

dt
= aG− dP− k3P G+ k4(c1 − G)

If c1 > 0, the system of Eqs.(33) has one stable
steady state, with coordinates:

(G∗,P∗) =
(−dk4 +

√
d2k2

4 + 4ac1dk4

2ak3
,

(34)
−dk4 +

√
d2k2

4 + 4ac1dk4

2dk3

)
For a zero initial concentration of protein andc1 > 0,
asymptotically in time, the protein concentration
tains the value P∗, given by(34), Fig. 7. This case can
be compared with the solution of nonregulated prot
production in(7). With k3 → 0 andc1 = G(0), we ob-
tain the same asymptotic state as in(7). As expected
protein self-repression makes protein production
efficient. For the same parameter values, the equ
rium value of protein concentration is lower in the ca

Fig. 7. Self-repression of protein production. P(t) represents the
temporal evolution of a self-repressing protein as described
mechanism(31). Pnr(t) represents the temporal evolution of a no
regulated protein according to mechanism(5). Parameter values are
k3 = 1.0, k4 = 0.1, a = 0.2 andd = 0.1. Initial concentrations are
P(0) = 0.0 and G(0) = 0.1.
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of self-repression, but this equilibrium state is reach
faster than for the nonregulated case of protein p
duction.

5. Positive and negative regulation with the
regulators binding the same operator

We now extend this model to the case where
template DNA has overlapping binding site where
activator or an inhibitor can bind, leading to the ac
vation or repression of protein production. This can
seen as the case of competition by the same bin
site.

Adopting the same strategy of the preceeding s
tions, we now have:

A + G
k1�
k2

GA

(35)
R+ G

k3�
k4

GR

GA
a−→ GA + P

P
d−→

where protein production only occurs when the ope
binding site of the DNA template is occupied by an a
tivator. We can now proceed by applying mass act
law to diagram(35), obtaining:

dA

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA

dR

dt
= −k3RG+ k4GR

(36)
dG

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA − k3RG+ k4GR

dGA

dt
= k1A G − k2GA

dGR

dt
= k3RG− k4GR

dP

dt
= aGA − dP

Eqs.(36)have the conservation laws:

G+ GA + GR = G(0) + GA(0) + GR(0) = f1

(37)A + GA = A(0) + GA(0) = f2

R+ GR = R(0) + GR(0) = f3

Solving Eqs.(37) in order to get G, GA and GR, and
eliminating these dependent variables from(36), we
obtain:

dA

dt
= −k1A (A + R+ f1 − f2 − f3) + k2(f2 − A)

(38)
dR

dt
= −k3R(A + R+ f1 − f2 − f3)

+ k4(f3 − R)

dP

dt
= a(f2 − A) − dP

The first two equations in(38)are independent of P
and we can determine their fixed points. EquatingdA

dt

and dR
dt

to zero, and solving in order to get R and
respectively, we obtain the equations for the nullclin

R= −A − f1 + f2 + f3 − k2

k1
+ k2f2

Ak1

(39)
A nullcline

A = −R− f1 + f2 + f3 − k4

k3
+ k4f3

Rk3

R nullcline

The nullclines(39)are monotonic functions in the firs
quadrant of the(A,R) phase space and intersect
only one point, say,(A∗,R∗). The phase space poi
(A∗,R∗) is the only fixed point with positive coord
nates of system(38). Calculating the Jacobian matr

Fig. 8. Competition of a positive and a negative regulator for
same binding site. We show the temporal evolution of protein c
centration calculated from(38). From t = 0 to t = 10, both the
activator and the repressor are absent. Fromt = 10 to t = 50, the
activator A is present. Fromt = 50 to t = 100, both the activa
tor A and the repressor R are present. Fromt = 100 to t = 150,
only the repressor R is present. Other parameter values of the
ulation are:k1 = 1.0, k2 = 0.1, k3 = 1.0, k4 = 0.1, a = 1.0 and
d = 0.1. Initial concentrations are: P(0) = 0.0, G(0) = 0.1 and
GA(0) = GR(0) = 0.0.
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at (A∗,R∗) of the first two equations in(39), we ob-
tain:

M =
(−k1A∗ − k2f2

A∗ −k1A∗

−k3R∗ −k3R∗ − k4f3
R∗

)

As, DetM=Ak1k4f3/R+k2k4f2f3/AR+Rk2k3f2/A
> 0, and TrM < 0, the fixed point(A∗,R∗) is always
asymptotically stable and the system of Eqs.(38) has
a unique stable steady state with positive coordina

In the simulation ofFig. 8, we show that when a
repressor is present, even in small concentrations,
competes for the same binding site as the activato
effect is to decrease the equilibrium value of the p
duced protein.

6. Positive and negative regulation with the
regulators binding different operators

For the case where the template DNA has t
operon sites, one for the activator and another for
inhibitor, the reaction mechanisms are:

A + G
k1�
k2

GA

R+ G
k3�
k4

GR

(40)
A + GR

k5�
k6

GA,R

R+ GA
k7�
k8

GA,R

GA
a−→ GA + P

P
d−→

where protein production only occurs when the ope
binding site of the DNA template is occupied by
activator and the repressor binding site is free.
can now proceed by applying mass action law to
agram(40), obtaining:

dA

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA − k5A GR + k6GA,R

dR

dt
= −k3RG+ k4GR − k7RGA + k8GA,R

dG

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA − k3RG+ k4GR

(41)
dGA = k A G − k G − k RG + k G

dt

1 2 A 7 A 8 A,R
dGR

dt
= k3RG− k4GR − k5A GR + k6GA,R

dGA,R

dt
= k5A GR − k6GA,R + k7RGA − k8GA,R

dP

dt
= aGA − dP

Eqs.(41)obey the conservation laws:

G+ GA + GR + GA,R = g1

(42)A + GA + GA,R = g2

R+ GR + GA,R = g3

Solving Eqs.(42) in order to get GA, GR and GA,R,
and eliminating the dependent variables from(41), we
obtain:
dA

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA − k5A GR + k6GA,R

(43)

dR

dt
= −k3RG+ k4GR − k7RGA + k8GA,R

dG

dt
= −k1A G + k2GA − k3RG+ k4GR

dP

dt
= aGA − dP

where GA = g1 − g3 − G+ R, GR = g1 − g2 + A − G
and GA,R = g2 − g1 + g3 − A − R.

Fig. 9. Positive and negative regulation of protein production w
the regulators binding different operators. We show the tem
ral evolution of protein concentration calculated from(43). From
t = 0 to t = 10 both the activator and the repressor are abs
From t = 10 to t = 50 the activator A is present. Fromt = 50 to
t = 100 both an activator A and a repressor R are present. F
t = 100 tot = 150 only the repressor R is present. Parameter va
are: k1 = k3 = k5 = k7 = 1.0, k2 = k4 = k6 = k8 = 0.1, a = 1.0
and d = 0.1. Initial concentrations are: P(0) = 0.0, G(0) = 0.1,
GA(0) = GR(0) = GA,R(0) = 0.0.
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In the simulation ofFig. 9, we show that when th
activator and the repressor have different binding si
the effect of the repressor is more pronounced w
compared with the competitive case ofFig. 8.

7. The negative regulation of the trp operon

The tryptophan (trp) operon is an example of
repressible system. The mRNA coded by thetrp
operon is translated into five polypeptides that ass
ble the enzymes responsible for the biosynthesis
the aminoacid tryptophan. Both the synthesis and
activity of these enzymes are controlled by the le
of tryptophan in the cell. The cell also produces a
pressor protein (R) that is only active if bounded
a tryptophan molecule (Rtrp). If the levels of tryp-
tophan are low inside the cell, the gene of thetrp
operon (G) is expressed by default. When the tr
tophan accumulates in the cell, the repressor pro
is activated and the expression of the genes contro
by thetrp operon are inhibited. There are other me
anisms involved in the regulation of the tryptoph
synthesis, as transcriptional attenuation and feedb
regulation of the enzymes activity. For another mod
using ad hoc regulatory functions, see[13]. Here we
are focusing only on the mechanism of negative r
ulation. This situation is similar to the general ca
presented in Section4.3 with two additional mecha
nism. One mechanism accounts for the induction
the repressor, and the other mechanism is a simpl
representation of the biosynthesis of the aminoa
trp. The simplified kinetics of this regulation mec
anism is,

R+ trp
k1�
k2

Rtrp

Rtrp + G
k3�
k4

GR

(44)
G

a−→ G+ Ptrp

Ptrp
d1−→

Ptrp
k5−→ trp

trp
d2−→

where G represents the gene of thetrp operon, GR
is the repressedtrp operon (R bounded to thetrp
trp
operon), and Ptrp represents the enzymes and prec
sors responsible fortrp biosynthesis. By the mass a
tion law, we obtain the following system of differenti
equations,

dR

dt
= −k1Rtrp + k2Rtrp

dRtrp

dt
= k1Rtrp − k2Rtrp − k3Rtrp G+ k4GR

(45)
dPtrp

dt
= a G− d1 Ptrp − k5Ptrp

dG

dt
= −k3Rtrp G+ k4GR

dGR

dt
= k3Rtrp G− k4GR

dtrp

dt
= −k1Rtrp + k2Rtrp + k5Ptrp − d2 trp

with the conservation laws,

(46)
R+ Rtrp + GR = h1

G+ GR = h2

Solving Eqs.(46) in order to get GR and Rtrp, and
eliminating the dependent variables from(45), we ob-
tain,

dR

dt
= −k1Rtrp + k2(h1 − h2 + G− R)

dPtrp

dt
= a G− d1 Ptrp − k5Ptrp

(47)
dG

dt
= −k3(h1 − h2 + G− R)G+ k4(h2 − G)

dtrp

dt
= −k1Rtrp + k2(h1 − h2 + G− R)

+ k5Ptrp − d2 trp

where GR = h2 − G, and Rtrp = h1 − h2 + G− R.
The system of Eqs.(47) has two fixed points in

phase space. Ifh1 > 0 andh2 > 0, one of the fixed
points has positive coordinates and is stable. The o
fixed point has negative coordinates. At the ste
state, the level of the aminoacidtrp depends on the
initial concentration of the nonrepressed gene, and
the rate at whichtrp is transcribed and degraded.
Fig. 10, we show the time evolution of the concentr
tion of the aminoacid tryptophan from two differe
initial conditions. One initial condition is zero and th
other is positive. For lowtrp initial concentration, the
aminoacid is continuously produced, reaching a ste
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Fig. 10. The negative regulation of thetrp operon. We show the tem
poral evolution of the concentrations of the aminoacidtrp from two
different initial conditions (trp(0) = 0.0 andtrp(0) = 1.0). The pro-
duction of the aminoacid tryptophan is self-repressed as desc
by the mechanism(44). Parameter values are:k1 = 1.0, k2 = 0.1,
k3 = 1.0, k4 = 0.1, k5 = 1.0, a = 0.2 andd1 = d2 = 0.1. Initial
concentrations are: G(0) = 0.1, R(0) = 0.1 and Ptrp(0) = 0.0.

state. For higher concentrations, the repressor pro
inhibits its production, and the same steady stat
reached. The proposed mechanism shows how
repression maintains stable levels oftrp inside de cell.

8. The genetic switch in the regulation of the lac
operon

In Escherichia coli the main source of carbon
glucose. Lactose is only used as an alternative in
absence of glucose. Thelac operon controls the ex
pression of a set of genes that code for proteins
volved in the metabolism of the disaccharide lacto
In the presence of glucose, thelac operon is off and
the genes under its control are not transcribed.
lac operon (G) is controlled by a transcriptional a
tivator, the ‘catabolite activator protein’ (CAP), an
a transcriptional repressor, the ‘lac repressor’ (REP)
binding different operators. A decrease in glucose c
centration inside the cell leads to the rise of CAP
duced by cAMP (CAPi ). In this form, CAPi is able to
bind the DNA and thelac operon can then be turne
on. If the glucose concentration increases, cAMP
creases and CAP cannot bind to the DNA, turn
the lac operon off. The ‘lac repressor’ binds to th
lac operon in the absence of lactose, turning off
operon, even if CAPi is bound. The presence of lacto
induces the increase in allolactose concentration
binds to thelac repressor protein, removing it from
the DNA. CAPi can only turn on thelac operon if the
lac repressor is not repressing it. This means thatlac
operon is turned on only if glucose is absent and
tose is present. Under the control of thelac operon the
main genes that are turned on encode permease
β-galactosidase enzymes, responsible for the lac
transport and hydrolysis.

In this framework, the regulation of thelac operon
is described by the mechanism:

CAPi + G
k1�
k2

GCAPi

REP+ G
k3�
k4

GREP

(48)
CAPi + GREP

k5�
k6

GCAPi ,REP

REP+ GCAPi

k7�
k8

GCAPi ,REP

GCAPi

a−→ GCAPi
+ P

P
d−→

Protein production only occurs when the operon ha
binded activator, but not a repressor (GCAPi

). Compar-
ing (48) with (40), with the identification, CAPi = A,

Fig. 11. The regulation of thelac operon. This is a case of po
itive and negative regulation of protein production, with the r
ulators binding different operators. We show the temporal ev
tion of protein concentration for different initial concentrations
the activator CAPi and the repressor REP. Parameter values
k1 = k3 = k5 = k7 = 1.0, k2 = k4 = k6 = k8 = 0.1, a = 1.0 and
d = 0.1. Initial concentrations are: P(0) = 0.0, G(0) = 0.1 and
GCAPi

(0) = GREP(0) = GCAPi ,REP(0) = 0.0. It is clear that the
lac operon is significantly activated only when the concentration
the activator is at least about ten times higher than the concentr
of the repressor.
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Fig. 12. On/off switch of thelac operon. We have plotted the prote
concentration fort = 100 as a function of the initial concentratio
of the repressor REP. For fixed activator initial concentration
the repressor concentration increases linearly, the equilibrium v
of the produced protein decreases exponentially. We have ch
two different initial conditions for the activator CAPi . The other
parameter values are the same as inFig. 11.

REP= R, the evolution equations of concentratio
are the same as Eqs.(41), with the conservation laws

G+ GCAPi
+ GREP+ GCAPi ,REP= g1

(49)CAPi + GCAPi
+ GCAPi ,REP= g2

REP+ GREP+ GCAPi ,REP= g3

The simulations inFig. 11show that thelac operon
behaves like an ‘on/off soft switch’: the operon
turned on only when the concentration of CAPi is high
and the concentration of REP is low. These conditi
only occur if glucose is absent and lactose is pres
In Fig. 12 we show the steady state value of prot
concentration as a function of the initial concentrat
of the repressor REP.

9. Discussion and conclusions

We have developed a class of differential equat
models describing the basic biological mechanism
regulation of gene expression. The models are e
to handle, enabling a straightforward comparison w
experiments in order to be validated and calibrat
The basic assumptions in the construction of this s
ple framework are the following:

– (1) genes are considered as templates for pro
production;
– (2) gene transcription is activated or repressed
transcriptional regulators binding to the regula
sites of the gene;

– (3) all the mechanisms are bi-molecular and
rived from the mass action law;

– (4) both transcriptional and translational mec
nisms are described in time by the same rate c
stants.

In this approach, the interactions between regula
and inducer or co-repressor molecules, cooperativ
fects, and multimerization of regulatory proteins a
not taken into account. However, these mechani
can also be described using this mathematical fra
work.

We have explored and explained the quantita
behaviour of basic simple gene regulatory mec
nisms. For example, when we compare nonregula
protein production with activated protein productio
the equilibrium protein values become dependen
the activator initial concentration, and therefore,
not only limited by the rate constants of the produ
tion mechanisms. In the case of nonregulated pro
production, the equilibrium values are limited by t
rate at which production and degradation mechani
occur.

If the protein activator concentration degrades d
ing time, the produced protein, after reaching a m
imum concentration value, decays to zero. This c
trasts with the case of protein self-activation, wh
the equilibrium values of the produced protein depe
on the reaction rates of the processes involved in
production mechanisms and on the concentration
the gene template. In this last case, if the concen
tion of the gene template is bellow a certain thresh
protein concentration decays to zero.

When the protein is produced by default and
ists a negative regulation mechanism, the equilibr
value of the protein concentration is lower in t
presence of the repressor and depends on the re
sor initial concentration. If in addition the repress
molecules degrade, the resulting protein concentra
reaches a higher asymptotic positive value. In the c
of self-repression, the produced protein reaches lo
equilibrium values when compared with the nonre
ulated case. Without regulation, protein concentra
at equilibrium only depends on the reaction rates
the reactions.
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It follows from these simple models that the thres
old effect observed in some experimental system
associated with the existence of conserved quant
derived from the mass action law. In general, the c
served quantities change the position of fixed po
in phase space and, in some cases, leads to bifu
tion of equilibria. In particular, in the case of prote
production by self-activation, depending on the init
concentration of the gene, different asymptotic sta
of the protein are reached (Fig. 5).

We have also analyzed the two cases where bot
activator and a repressor are regulating the produc
of the same protein. In the simulation ofFig. 8, we can
see that when a repressor is present, and compete
the same binding site of the activator, its effect is to
crease the equilibrium value of the produced prote
When the activator and the repressor have diffe
binding sites,Fig. 9, the effect of the repressor is mo
pronounced, leading to even lower protein concen
tions.

The models of positive and negative regulation
protein production are the building blocks for mo
complex mechanisms of gene regulatory interactio
as we have shown in the cases of thetrp and thelac
operon. Analyzing the mechanism of self-repress
of the tryptophan synthesis, we have shown how
process contributes for the regulation of the aminoa
concentration inside the cell. It is shown that the r
ulation mechanism of thelac operon behaves like
soft on/off switch, and we have analyzed the dep
dence on the concentrations of the activator and
repressor.

These models depend on biologically relevant
rameters, are robust to the variation of the para
ters and have low computational cost. For comp
networks of gene regulation, the approach develo
here enables the construction of general computer
grams for the derivation and integration of the eq
tions describing the temporal (and spatial) evolution
the protein concentrations. The predicted gene exp
sion patterns can then be compared with the real ex
imental system in order to be validated and calibra
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